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Dear Readers, once again I seem to be late, this is becaus e
our printer went down and by the time It was sorted out I had
left for the North East and only got back a few days ago . it ' s
anoying as I had everything on disk ready to print in mi d
March, there y'go .

REBUILDING THE BRIDG E

It is pleasing to note that much attention is no w
being given to the future of our endeavours, as i s
showcased in Issue 21 .

Whilst I concur with the seemingly wide agreement
that the whole subject needs a thorough review an d
one conducted along rather more scientific line s
than has been done previously, there seem to me t o
be a number of points that have been overlooked o r
par - ..Id over too rapidly and I would therefore lik e
ti

	

r a few of my own thoughts on the subject .

Whither the Thetan ?

Lew Randall and Greg Schilling are quite right to
indicate that we must start with an analysis o f
where we are now, and where we are going. But before
addressing the former, I think it's worth taking a
deeper look at the latter - where we are going .

I think that this question is best answered b y
considering the following underlying question :

n What should the ultimate objective of auditing be ?

The answer to this question, which would indicat e
where each- of us individually is hoping to head ,
cannot but throw light on the broader issue of wha t
to do on the 3rd Dynamic .

Despite all that has happened I remain of th e
opinion that LRH's original intention was to provide
a route to Total Freedom, or, in other words, t o
Full OT . He was convinced that this was possible ,
and I think that many would agree that their mai n
purpose whilst involved with the movement was t o
see'' the fulfilment of-this quest for themselves .

I £ . ..:ntion this because I have recently begun t o
detect a quite distinct lowering of our aspirations .
Steve Bisbey admitted it quite plainly in his
article on Exteriorisation when he basically state d
that he considers the improvement of one's abilit y
to play games in the existing (MEST) universe to b e
a better objective for auditing at the present time ,
and now I read that Randall and Schilling want t o
expurgate the metaphysical aspects from the Tech !
I am not sure exactly what they mean by this term
but to me it would include the concepts of Theta an d
Thetans and a number of very fundamental principles
such as the seniority of considerations over the
mechanics of the MEST universe .
To deny these tenets of Scn would be like trying t o
re-create the science of Chemistry withou t
acknowledging the concept of the atom! The basi c
laws of Theta are so completely fundamental tha t
without them it wouldn't be the same subject .

And remember how psychology got where it is today .

What's happened? Have we all built up so many
failed purposes on the original Theta objective s
that we have dropped into Apathy and given up ?

Whilst I welcome the now general willingness t o
confront the fact that the existing Tech falls a
long way short of producing Full OTs, I do not
believe that this should be allowed to impinge upo n
'he ultimate objectives of the movement . We must
old true to the original goal and simply recognis e
;hat its pursuit requires determination an d
Tenacity . The primary research goal then become s
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produce, or move us closer to producing, Full OTs .

Sure it would be nice to have more "grass roots '
Tech for handling the hell out of specific lif ,
areas, as this would enable us to attract people t ,
whom the goal of total freedom or Full OT is as ye •
quite unreal . But I don't think it's reall :
possible to make this objective an end in its ow ,
right . Until we have found Why our present Tec l
does fall so short I don't think that any line o
research is likely to be very productive anyway, an ,
to find this Why we must focus our minds on the mai l
goal and not permit any other, secondary developmen '
to supplant it .

Survey the Wreckag e

If one accepts the above viewpoint, then an analog :
for our present situation could be made with a l
engineer who has tried to build a bridge over <
river but has not succeeded . He got so far, but
then part of it collapsed leaving a pile of falle :
piles, timbers etc which are blocking the way .

The original engineer-.has now departed the scene an (
we have to play the part of the new engineer wh (
wants to complete the job . What, then, do we do '
How do we achieve our ideal scene ?

The first thing that a real engineer would do i i
this situation would be to clear out the junk
Remove those piles and bricks which collapsed - the '
are blocking the route! Randall and Schillin c
mention this but don't stress its importanc (
adequately . An engineer would not attempt to buii c
a new bridge on top of the fallen remains of an ol c
one without clearing up the mess first . Yet :
observe that a number of people who are starting u I
research lines seem to be doing so in spite of th n
mess - which does exist in HCOBs and other material ;
in the form of LRH's opinions and prejudices and i )
types of processing which were abandoned fair y
swiftly as he proceeded headlong forward .

The mess must be handled first . The whole of th ,
technical data needs False Data Stripping, and doi n ,
so may very well help with the next step, which i s
to find out WHY it failed to fulfil its origin a
goal . Why the bridge fell down .

Clearly I cannot proffer an answer to this questi o .
myself . But I am very sceptical about the Wh
suggested by Randall and Schilling that of LRH '
impatience leading to Scn being eventually mad e
religion . The reason for this scepticism becom e
apparent when one looks at the fact that although w
have not particularly repeated these mistak e
ourselves, people are still dropping off our line s
many are "parked", and we have been pulling i
motivators from the Church .

To my mind these symptoms are suggestive o
outnesses in the Tech itself, and we must b
prepared to face the possibility that its observ e
shortfall may be due partly to flaws in the existi n
Tech rather than being entirely down to the need f o
more levels to complete the top end of the Bridge .

Raut t e wrong p

On the 3rd Dynamic side I am a little perturbed b
all the talk about publishing articles in existi n
scientific journals and attempting to ga l
scientific recognition . It seems to me that the r
is a lack of differentiation occurring here
pAsearch means producing new, workable Tech th a
helps us achieve our major or minor goals . Gettin
our Tech accepted by the scientific community is no
research - it's dissemination . Producing our ow
internal technical journals is one thing, b u
attempting to use extant ones to gain scientif i
recognition is quite a different kettle of fish .

Gary.
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Dissemination is a separate issue and must b e
considered as such and on its own merits . It has
always been my viewpoint that given sound Tech that
produces sound case gain and a significan t
improvement in the chronic tone level of the PC ,
then the PC himself would be all that was require d
to gain "acceptance" from society . It has long been
accepted that "word of mouth" is the most powerfu l
form of dissemination . His friends and relative s
would begin to notice his gains in life and thi s
would arouse their curiosity . Continue the good
work over a period and the whole thing would bit b y
bit begin to snowball, achieving wider acceptanc e
and more and more altitude within society, unti l
sooner or later the scientific community woul d
simply 'lave to sit up and listen . So why instead
waste time and effort Q&Aing with these scientists '
hidden standards ?

Removing the additive of Dissemination makes it muc h
easier to see what organisational framework i s
required to permit research to occur . I don't think
that it's all that much . A technical journal of
some kind is desirable, as is a co-ordinating body ,
and I have no objection at all to the kind o f
research institute that Sarge Gerbode suggests i n
his article . But I doubt if either are absolutel y
essential : the proof of the pudding is in th e
eating, and the acid test of any new Tech is whethe r
or not it works when run on the PC . Whilst th e
comments of senior Tech terminals are useful, prove n
results (or failures) at the end of the day ar e
senior to anyone's opinions .

Standard Tech

I am glad to see that the concept of Standard Tech
is also being reviewed, although I can't agree with
Randall and Schilling's swift dismissal of the
notion . In fairness, however, I must admit that it
took me a while before I realised what this term wa s
actually intended to mean . The words do stink of
roteness, don't they ?

My cognition was actually this :

The concept of Standard Tech is simply a n
observation, based over a period of time an d
experience, that there is always a ,best way
of doing something .

I had suddenly realised that for quite some time ,
and without realising it, I had been using my ow n
Standard Tech concept on the job of compute r
programming! There are a number of common
situations that crop up there, such as looking u p
something in a table that is held in the computer' s
memory, and for each of these situations the progra m
involved, when written optimally, always has th e
same standard pattern . This is not to say that it
can't be done differently, just that all the othe r
possible solutions are less efficient .

Standard Tech should therefore be viewed simply . as . a
set of 'this is the beat- to de'An obvious
.example is the use . of ARCU-CDEINRR for running ARC .
breaks . Quite probably one . could key out a great
many many ARC-breaks by .just using 2-way comm, bu t
the standard procedure is more certain .. to succeed ,
and likely to be faster, because'of the way in which
it homes in rapidly. on. the exact BPC that is at th e
heart of the situation . . M

The_ principle of course; also extends to standard
solutions to bigger problems such as processes tha t
tackle particular difficulties that the PC may have
and o up to actions like the Suppressed Person's -
Rundown for severe. cases of PTSness .

This is not to say that even better procedures won' t
be discovered in our future research . It's jus t
that what Ron considered to be the "standard "
actions were those that he considered to be the mos t
effective solutions that he had discovered for th e
particular problems that they address .

Where I do agree with Randall and Schilling is i n
that Ron went too far in producing standard
solutions . He did tend to over-proceduralise the
Tech in order to minimise the amount of training
that would be needed in order to get an audito r
producing . This unfortunately resulted in auditors

who didn't really understand enough about what the y
were doing to be able to apply the common-sense an d
judgement that in necessary to do a really effective
job. In mitigation, however, one must admit tha t
the alternative - to train them much more thoroughl y
- would have considerably increased the time take n
to get production going .

I would say that a better balance between the two
extremes is required . The workability of the Tech
depends on the quality of delivery to such an exten t
that this simply cannot be subjugated to quantity .
You can't afford to miss three withholds every tim e
you handle a PCs' ARC-break, or you soon won't hav e
any PCs! My own experience bears this out : on the
one time that I was audited by an expert Class VII I
auditor - Morag Bellmaine - the difference was ver y
noticeable and the results were superb . .

The solution to the quantity problem is to get th e
quality right . If we do this then, as I've said ,
the quantity problem will become one along the line s
of how to handle the 20 PCs that have suddenly
turned up and set up camp in your front garden !

Clear

I object to Randall and Schilling's comments on th e
state of Clear . The state has at least one
practical definition in that one can only run R3R A
successfully on non-Clears . This fact ,ne
indicates that the state does represent somE , . .nq
actual .

What is required here is a more precise definitio n
of the state, and, more particularly, one which i s
clearly understandable to PCs . I have run into th e
problem of PCs that are Clear but don't realise i t
or aren't sure on several occasions including wit h
myself! There is a definite bug here and it need s
to be tackled, not swept under the carpet by
denigrating the state of Clear itself .

Ethics

The notion that the ethics can be omitted from a
subject that is intended as a means of self -
improvement is no less than sheer folly, at thi s
level of game at any rate .

Here we are in danger of throwing the baby out wit h
the bathwater, and to understand the reasons for
this it is necessary to look back at what happene d
in the days when we were still in the Church . Back
then, the Ethics Officer was the bad guy, the on e
who said that we couldn't have any auditing unti l
we'd done that 2000-hour amends project, etc . We
viewed him as the "enemy" and by this

	

-ry
consideration we elected him and, in some cases

	

l e
subject too, as an Oppterm .

Many seem to be still creating and opposing thi s
Oppterm for themselves in PT even now the
suppression that made it one originally is gone .

Without Ethics there can be no trust . As mistrus t
enters the movement it will begin to fragment and i f
this is left unchecked we will eventually withe r
away . The symptoms of this degenerative process are
already there to be seen : AACs are guarding "their"
public tightly, and unhandled ARC-breaks ar e
beginning to occur amongst our senior terminals .

Will no-one halt this dwindling spiral ?

Finance .

My final point concerns the vexed question o
financing, on which Gerbode invites suggestions i n
his article .

I think that far too many Independents are expectin g
research to occur for free . It won't . Maybe one or
two altruistic individuals might be able and willin g
to live off their noses for a couple of years i n
order to do some research . But, in the long run ,
their money, if not their willingness, will run ou t
unless they are given sufficient exchange for thei r
endeavours . We still live in a MEST universe ,
unfortunate and un-Thetaful as this is, and on e
cannot create motion of any kind a MEST universe
without a source of energy . Money is simply thi s
society's concept of energy, which is why nothing
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Let's go back to the fallen bridge example . As the
new engineer going to build a successful bridge I
would need an exchange for doing so, if only i n
order to prevent my attention from being forcibl y
diverted onto needless PTPs such as empty stomach s
and bailiffs . I wouldn't demand a stately home (o r
a ranch in California!), but I would expect to b e
able to house and feed myself and my family .

In this world one only gets what is paid for . Too
few realise that . The corollary, which even fewe r
understand, is that what isn't paid for one simply
doesn't get !

The kind of research financing that Gerbode
suggests, however, is fraught with dangers for a
quite opposite reason . Supposing someone is given a
grant to research for a year and then doesn't come
up with the goods . Oh dear! This is the other sid e
of the coin - money thrown down the drain - and most
of us have had more than enough of that already !

The problem here is simply that this type o f
financing does not work in such a way as to validat e
production.

I do fear that the most workable system of financin g
is the one that Gerbode seems to most dread - tha t
of r '-ing the customer pay for the use of new Tec h
on licence or franchise basis . I think th e
backeef from "commercialism" and those asking for a
genuine and necessary exchange comes from mistakin g
them for profiteers whom we all would condemn .
This, too, clearly harks back to what happened wit h
the Church and once more it is essential that we
differentiate the wheat from the chaff .

He also expresses the worry that commercia l
considerations might act to cut the comm lines .
This problem is not insurmountable, though . All
that is required is a firm agreement from those
involved to respect each other's confidentiality ,
refrain from pirating, and only use another
researcher's work in accordance with his commercia l
conditions . This way the exchange stays in but
others are not denied the benefits of his work . And
all it takes is fairness and in-Ethics !

And, finally, if I were building you a new bridge
and that then fell down too you would still have a .
simple recourse . . You'd fire me . And the long-term
effect of this factor is that those who ar e
producing the new . Tech that is needed .and wanted
Will. survive to create more of it whilst those wh o
don't succeed will be driven out of the game . I f
this sound harsh, just reflect for a. moment tha t
ult ' `ely it is the downstats - the non-producers -
who eeive the sharp end of the stick. Theeppstat s
ge	 rewarded - and . if they succeed in producing-the '
new Tech that . we have been seeking for so long, they ..
surely deserve that at the . very least .

Adrian Putley .

Dear Friends, .

I thought you'd like to hear some new s
:o neerning. RTC's attempts to use the courts to
establish a monopoly on the use of upper leve l
materials . To summarize :

In November 1985, RTC obtained a Preliminar y
injunction preventing the' Church (of

	

the

	

Ne w
ivilization) from using its scriptures known as A A
, AA VI and AA VII . This was mainly accomplishe d

ray the RTC falsely alleging that I (David Mayo), ha d
heen involved in the theft of or had obtained copie s
c : the NOTs pack taken in Denmark . Not only wa s
that not ' true, but there wasn't even any evidenc e
nor any testimony to substantiate

	

that claim .
,_stead the Judge decided on the basis of her ow n
Imparison of the AA V materials and the NOT s
'terials that these were similar and on thi s
Ylference, stated that she viewed it w as a stole n

c' eument case" . Even so, that does not explain wh y
District Court (Judge Pfaelzer) included AA V I
AA VII in the Injunction when these had not bee n

Ken from the Denmark org and never were in the

The last news we announced was when th e

Appellate Court, on August 8th, 1986, issued it s
unanimous, 39 page, Opinion that the Injunction b e

cancelled . The Appellate Court saw the Church o f
the New Civilization and David Mayo as involved i n

an attempted Reformation . They pointed out tha t
religious ideas cannot be considered Trade Secrets .

They also warned against Court entanglement in Firs t

Amendment issues . Although RTC put up some delaying

tactics, in November 1986 the District Court (Judge

Pfaelzer) implemented that Opinion, cancelling th e

Injunction .

Meanwhile, the RTC tried to get a ne w

Temporary Restraining Order, this time on an allege d

"copyright infringement", to prevent the Church o f
the New Civilization and other Defendents from usin g

all confidential religious scriptures (levels from

DCSI on up) . This will be heard soon . January ,

1987 . They have been granted permission to add a

copyright complaint to their suit (although we wil l
have an opportunity to give arguments against thi s

amendment of their complaint) . It turns out that ,

at the end of October, 1986, Norman Starkey, (of

Author Services Incorporated, a for-profit company) ,

as Executor of L .Ron Hubbard's estate filed for a

copyright on the NOTs materials and, we heard, i n

November, he licensed RTC to -use ' the upper leve l

materials, including NOTs . (Ironically, Norman

Starkey is one of the people who was aware of my co -
authorship of those NOTs materials at the time when

they were being developed and written .

On the basis of the strong Circuit 'Court decision ,

our attorneys filed a Motion for Summary Judgement .

We had hoped that this would result in a dismissa l

of much, if not all, of the lawsuit . However, i t

was denied in its entirety by the District Cour t

(Judge Pfaelzer) on December 15th . So, at thi s

writing, the case still contains all the origina l

complaints, including the RICO and Trade Secre t

portions which were specifically thrown out by th e

Cirouit Court .

RTC has consistently mischaracterised th e
case as a stolen documents case . During th e

December Summary Judgement hearing, however, ou r

attorneys did manage to elicit an admission from th e
Court that I had not stolen anything by pointing ou t
that there hadn't been any evidence or testimon y

that I had even received a copy of the "stolen "

materials .

Why is this lawsuit important? Why do i
care whether the RTC wins or not? Perhaps mor e

importantly : why should . you. care? Before attempting.
to answer these questions, let us look at why it i s

important to the RTC that they win this lawsuit .

If they win, they will have :

Established their monopoly ;

Proven that they can use the courts t o
control scientologists and ex-soientologista ;

Successfully closed down a church an d

prevented thousands of people from practicing thei r
own religious beliefs ;

Made. it clear to their current members .

that they must put . up with any atrocity, becaus e

they will be completely unable- to practice their -
religion elsewhere ;

Established their ability to- hol d
power and control over their members and ex-members ,

now and in the . future,

If they are successful in doing wha t

they are trying to do in this lawsuit to the CNC an d

the other defendants, they will be able to do th e

same to you . No one else is likely to be able t o
stand up to them, and it would be a very simpl e

matter for them to sop up/wipe out the rest of th e

Independent Field .

Why should this case be important to me? I

a~ not using the upper levels materials now, and,



haven't been a board member or staff member of CN C
since April of 1986 . I have moved into doing
research and writing and I hope to develop som e
worthwhile and improved prooedures . I do not enjoy
fighting, and I have absolutely no interest i n
spending a great deal of time in court . I am als o
tired of asking for more funds to defend th e
constitutional rights that should be yours and min e
inherently, and I am even more tired of the unendin g
stream of bills that continue to land unmercifull y
on my desk . I really would much prefer spending my
time in researching and writing .

Why should Y4,j have .' an interest in thi s
lawsuit concerning upper level material? Many o f
you have moved onward to other things a long tim e
ago, and it could be a bore hearing about the lega l
antics of "the Cult" . It can get quite distastefu l
to hear about the absurdity of a church, on the on e
hand, crying out for its own religious freedom, an d
on the other hand, trying to wipe out a reforme d
church (CNC) at the same time . Most of us hav e
realised that an essential missing ingredient in th e
C of S's behaviour is love, compassion, politeness ,
etc . Dealing with a fanatical organization tha t
believes that the "greatest good" is to wipe out b y
any means what they consider to be their competitor s
is not fun . So isn't there some way in which thi s
whole ridiculous charade, where the C of S Is tryin g
to take away our First Amendment rights, can be pu t
to rest, without taking up the best part of our
lives and costing a (not so small) fortune? Haven' t
we done our bit? Can't we just get on with life ?

Well, let's examine what will happen if we
don't carry on the battle for religious freedom .
What is the bottom line ; what actually would happen?
We already know that the RTC is trying to ge t
another restraining order preventing the use of
advanced technology . If they are successful, the y
will undoubtedly try to extend their litigation t o
others who have used advanced technology outside th e
C of S. They would attempt to close dow n
Independent centres internationally . One poor soul ,
recently, found that if you don't go to a
deposition, you can land in jail . You could lose
the option to practice advanced technology, whethe r
you wanted to or not .

Some people in the Independent Field think
that this could never happen to them - eithe r
because they think they "wouldn't pull it in", o r
because they haven't done anything illegal, ther e
would be no grounds for a suit, Believe me, I ha d
all those ideas at one time . One of the reasons wh y

I left the C of S and one of the reasons why I
refused to accept copies of the Denmark. material s
was my insistence on not doing or participating i n
anything illegal . However, these precautions di d

not prevent the lawsuit .

It is: hoped that. they will help tars. win .. i

Buts perhaps most importantly, do we want t o
be ostrich-like and ignor e . the . fact that the C of S
is attempting thought-control, through controlling e
person's philosophical and religious beliefs and .
practices? I think it .is an. ethical choice that w e
have . .to make, We can either . decide that freedom of
thought, of belief, . Of religion is important enough .
to spend the necessary time and energy to suppor t
the suit, or that it is not .

We have already succeeded in getting a ver y
strong ruling from the second highest court in th e
land, which is already going to be a help t o
Independents across the U .S . And I think we have a n
excellant chance of establishing a favorabl e
precedent on the copyright issue, now that the C o f
S has brought it up . In many ways, the C of S i s
not doing itself a favour in bringing these issue s
into a court of law . They already gotten one majo r
adverse (for them) precedent on the subject of trad e
secrets . That precedent will not be overturned b y
the Supreme Court . We will undoubtedly establis h
many other helpful precedents . Provided we tak e
this fight to a successful conclusion . But that i s
going to require your help .

What I would personally like to see is ..
activities being done. on a routine basis by

friends of our first amendment . I want to thank yo u
for your very generous support in the past . Many of
you have contributed hundreds of hours of time an d
have made major financial donations to the cause .
I, personally, really appreciate it . More i s
needed . I think we have to face the fact tha t
judioial proceedings can be dragged out for years b y
people who would love to see what they consider t o
be their "enemies" wiped out by the legal costs . I
am prepared to take this suit all the way- to th e
attainment of mental, religious, and philosophica l
freedom for all . Will you help ?

Love

David Mayo

Note from Ed

Donations in the form of International Mone y
Orders in US Dollars made payable to "Friends of th e
First Amendment" should be sent to :

Friends of the First Amendment ,
P .O . Box 1297 ,
Pacifica ,
California 94044 ,
U .S .A .

Dear Gary ,

In your last issue you mention that you ,. .' e
going to do a future issue covering, o r
uncovering, the OT levels .

As mentioned in the magazine, there have bee n
other exposures of the OT materials withou t
noticeable harmful effects to these people who
read or have heard about them . It seems to me
however that exposing widely the events on which
OT levels are based and discussing how likel y
they are to be true does rather miss the point .

The point is what doing these levels aims t o
achieve . The criteria on which they should b e
judged have nothing to do with the event s
themselves . The criteria are

1) Do the OT level procedures produce
significant TA, ie . removal of charge from th e
case?

-2) Do people completing these levels
have major cognitions?

3) Do completions have significant an d
lasting case gain which enable .them to chang e
their way of life for the better?

We are fortunate enough to have a simple path'- v
through a potentially enturbulating area .
method-of doing it involved very little dires t
exposure to the incidents, ie . pictures and
somatios. In fact there are logical reasons why
thes e incidents seem much less real than a
normal Dianetio incident . However, it wouldn' t
matter if we were asked to reoite nurser y
rhymes, provided it produced results that mee t
the criteria above .

I get the impression that there are some peopl e
who have done these levels in. whole or in part
and who seem anxious to undermine th e
credibility of` the OT levels, However for every
one of these critics there are at .least 1 0
people who would express greatsatisfaction wit h
the gains that they have had from . doing the 0 1!
levels . The difficulty is that . praise travels.
more slowly than criticism .

Is it that this issue is intended to . help peopl e

who have not yet done the
. OT levels to make a

decision? If so,' then we should give equa l

space to those people who are . willing to . voice
their satisfaction . I have always been
suspicious of 'Success Stories' written in th e

euphoria of the attest cycle . I would give much
credence to favourable . comments made thre e

months or more after completion of the level . I
would be delighted to submit my own as a start !

John Donaldson



THE vOICE DE AEASOR

Dear Mr . Earle ,

I am so pleased that you are still printing the ra g
known as reconnection . This rag is a godsend to my
wonderful church as it contains so much entheta ,
lies, tech distortions and insanity that anyone wh o
is still on the fence will most definitely come bac k
to the fold when they see what is on offer outside !

For example "Super Nots" (Snots) obtained by extra
terrestrial communication. I see also we hav e
"dianesis" founded by L . Ron Mumford would yo u
believe? The comments by Herr Roos are quite tru e
and he seems to have some sense and knowledge of th e
basin steps of auditing perhaps we can save him yet .

I mean we in the church have had some great win s
e .g . the closure of Candacraig and the imprisonmen t
of Rever and Scott, also where now are all th e
little nests of squirrels listed in reconnection 1 6
and earlier issues eh? All gone the same way as th e
squirrel O .T . Committee and its Chairman of f
practising silly swords and solitude no doubt !
Where is Centre for Personal Enhancement i n
Hampstead now? I heard "Jabba the Hutt" went nawt h
in search of gold . Where is the South London Grou p
now sbanded . We in the church however hav e
expat. ,d and most blown staff and public recovere d
and handled . Believe me we know that the Psyche and
their dupes are behind the recent Atacks on th e
ohurch and LRH .

I attended a briefing yesterday and we discusse d
"Endlosung" (the final solution) to the independent s
my suggestion (R2-45) much to my annoyance I migh t
add was rejected as being Out-Pr . Still as long as
I can gather data from your rag I can get my atat s
up into power no problem at all .

I sign off now and request you all do A-E before its
too late and my last suggestion at the briefing i s
okayed . I don't suppose Mr . Earle will dare prin t
this ray of truth for fear of upsetting hi s
paymasters still you never know . I am also willin g
to listen to your requests for clemency from me and
my Kamerads in arms, I will see you all get fai r
Comm-evs if I hear from you soon .

Gus . L . Guines s
Chairman Help Independent Turn . (C .H .I .T . )

Dear

	

ry ,

I am writing an behalf of a group who have
,agreed to set up a communication network to link: u p
Independents throughout the world . You may . have.
seen reports of the Convention of Independents in
Switzerland in October 1986` at which it was agree d
to . set up this network to provide better link s

.between Independents and to assist those whowere :
playing some part in getting the . Tech. .understood
and applied in our society . I have . agreedto be the
network . terminal for England and: Joanne. Dancer of
AAC Edinburgh has agreed - to . do the same for
Scotland .

One of our projects is to maintain a list o f
contact points in our areas who are willing t o
accept communication from people who want to connec t
up to the Tech . While we have two excellen t
delivery centres in East Grinstead and Edinburgh . I
find that people new to the subjects need a mor e
local contact point to help them in the earlie r
stages . The ideal would be to have a network o f
informal voluntary 'groups' all over the countr y
where a new person can do elementary training suc h
as Comm . Courses, HQS, HAS, co-audits, etc .

We already do have one or two groups tha t
trrrork in this way . They are run by people who give a
couple of evenings a week to pass on their knowledg e
and experience and they provide a very valuabl e
ervice . For various reasons

	

they keep a low
nfile and may not be willing to have their name s

pdished . There are probably others operating o nthe same basis in other parts of the country .

One of the problems that these small group s
of Independents have is that they are usually quit e
isolated with nobody committed to support them .
They often have quite a short life as the enthusias m
of the intitiators gets worn down by the inevitabl e
difficulties . We hope that the network can help by
providing news of other groups and guidance on ho w
to set-up new activities, what materials ar e
available and how to deal with the predictabl e
problems that can occur with small groups made up o f
volunteers .

Would it be possible to ask through you r
Journal anybody who is running such a group, howeve r
small . or informal, or who would like to start one ,
to get in touch with Joanne or myself if they fee l
they would like any assistance? If there are peopl e
with similar interests outside the UK, they coul d
write to me and I will pass on the letter to th e
terminal for their area .

Can I reassure anyone who contacts me tha t
any information given to me will be treated wit h
discretion. For security reasons we do not inten d
to publish a list of groups . We hope that we can b e
of assistance in an informal way to achieving ou r
mutual goal of helping more people to be more i n
control of themselves and their lives .

With best wishes ,

John Donaldson, 28, Huxley drive, Bramhall ,

Stockport, SK7 2PH, U .K .

Group TRs, Anyone ?

How about TRs specifically designed to improv e
confront and communication with an audience? Ha s
anyone heard of such a thing, or done it?

Let's mock up how it might be . Hands up whoeve r
wants to be able to talk to groups easily an d
accurately? Okay, that's a number of you . So let' s
all get togther one weekend or evening and one b y
one take it in turns to be the fellow on the stage .
The rest of us become 'audience' . The person o n
stage begins with a 3rd dynamic version of TRO, an d
is worked with by all the audience, maybe ; they
flunk him on the usual gradient scale for poor TRO .
When he is accomplished enough at TRO, he goes ont o
other TRs .

After an hour or two. of this and when he. has good..
indicators, he jumps off the stage and someone else .
(after a. fifteen minute break) hops up and does
his/her stint

.
.

How about it? I occasionally lecture, with fair t o
good success, and ordinary. TR . training in the pas t .
probably helps . But this specialised 3rd dynamic
TRs course might really get things cracking for me .
and anyone else who:'d like to improve thei r
communication and confront .- with audiences . Anyone
interested? Write me at the address below .

Mr . Terry Scott ,
15, Ronald Park Avenue ,
Westcliffe-on-Sea ,
Essex, SSO 90, U .K .

Dear Sir,

Perhaps this year, we can have a bit mor e
black magic, witchcraft, drugs and narco-masochism ?

I remain your humble and obedient serven t
etc .

Joh n

A g ility Meters internationa l
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS O F

The Ability Meter -- Models 1 & 2

"MORE THAN 130 USERS WORLD-WIDE !

Write or call ;
ABi, c/o 9 Portland Roa d
East Grinstead, West Sussex
England RH19 4ER'

Expert repair
service availabl e

M•TEC 1 PO Box 1436
EnierprIse, Al 36331 . 1436
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Thank-you for the friendly letters about m y
American escapades . I am as susceptible to flatter y
as anyone else, and I am heartened that so many

people found my effort enjoyable . Two people have

even suggested that I take up a literary career s

they are either telling me I have a fine style, o r

trying to persuade me to stop writing fo r

Reconnection. This year I'm thinking of going t o

Cornwall for my holidays, so you can anticipate a

major thirty page article on clotted cream. I am

also thinking of writing a wine column, in an attemp t

to obtain free plonk from West Heath Wine, which i s

the only additive-free supplier I . know of. They sell
real claret and champagne, made from organically
grown grapes (write to West Heath Wines, West Heath, .
Pirbright, Surrey, GU24 OQE,. or send cheques to me) .
And what about . vegetarian . recipes? Or Atack. on
Irangate? There are real possibilities here .

This edition carries awell-written and stimulating
article by Adrian Putley, which takes up . the points

raised by earlier articles about aligning Scientolog y

with science. I enjoyed it thoroughly . We look

forward to further comment on y this important topic .

We also present Martha. Randall ' s highly articulate
and reasoned essay about the dangers of Creating . a .
new. Church .

Next month, despite my reticence, I will probabl y
be drawn into further invective in answering an

article by a reader who has taken exception to my

irreverent attitude towards the Commodore I woul d

rather concentrate on positive avenues of thought ,
instead of forever raking over the unsavoury side o f

L . Ron. I genuinely' dislike the role of devi l ' s
advocate, but I feel it necessary . I'd be pleased t o

know if anyone out there has benefitted from my
articles, and in what way .

We're still preparing a supplementary issue on the

OT levels . Some people have expressed reservations

about this discussion . John Donaldson, in a letter

published in this issue raises his doubts . I intend

to discuss parallels to the 0T levels, and the little
known background to the development of OT3 and NOTs .

I admit that some of the details will be a powerfu l

surprise, but I have no intention of arguing abou t

the content of the levels . You can work out fo r

yourself the value of the material . No holds will b e

barred, so, in a change of plan, only subscribers wh o

write and ask for will receive the supplement . We

would also welcome readers ' thoughts .

WHAT DO YOU MEAN 'SCIENCE' ?

Recently I read an excellent book called 'Betrayer
of the Truths Fraud and Deceit in Scienc e ' , by Broa
and Wade (published by the Oxford University Press
in paperback in 1985) . I picked it up because of m
own minor study of such fraud over . the years
Besides the fascinating content of the book, whic
deals mainly with frauds of the last fifteen year n
the authors gave a useful definition of scientif i
method s

" Scientific knowledge

	

is

	

organized in

hierarchiacal system, referred to by philosophers a
the ' cognitive structur e ' of science . First ther
are facts, such as a botanist may collect i
observing the offspring of plant-breeding -oeri

ments, or a physicist in measuring the prope. :s o

subatomic particles . From the facts, a scienti s

will try to formulate a guess, or hypothesis, tha .
explains some particular feature of the facts . Th
hypothesis must be tested by experiment, an

preferably by one that will give a clear-cu

corroboration or disproof . . .
"When a hypothesis has been confirmed a sufficien

number of times, it may take on the character of ,
law, such as the law of gravity . . . Laws are value(

principles in science because they predict ana

account for large. bodies of facts . They describ
important regularities in nature. But they don'
necessarily explain the facts they describe. The la y
that chemicals combine with each other in fixe .
proportions does n ' t explain why this is the case bu
simply states the regularity . For explanations, i
is necessary to go to the deeper-level structure:
called theories .
"A theory in science has a.. .much more solemn . ,zin c

than in everyday . language. A theory makes sense o
and explains . a vast body of scientific knowledge
including both . laws and the facts. dependen t... . on th e

laws. The theory is . of course-supported by the fact
and laws it explains, but at the same . time it ofte

contains elements for which there is no immediat e

proof . . .

"Science is a public.. activity, conducted by .

community of scholars who probe and verify . east

other ' s work'. A scientist mast pass a series o ~

tests. . . . He must publish the results of his researc i

in a scientific journal, . but before publication hi :

article... is sent out. by the

	

journal editor t c
scientific reviewers, known as referees . Th e

referees advise the editor as to whether the work i s
new,. whether it properly acknowledges the othe i
researchers on whose results it depends, and mast-

importantly, whether the right methods have been use s

in conducting th e.. experiment and the right argument s

in discussing the results .

"A scientific claim has thus passed through twc

checks for reliability before it is published . Onc t

in the open scientific literature, it is subject to t



third and more exacting test, that of replication. A
scientist who claims a new discovery must do so i n
such a way that others can verify the claim . . .

"Scientific knowledge thus differs from other forms

of knowledge because it is verifiable . It is
produced by a community of scholars who constantly
check each other's work, weeding out the unreliable ,
building on the corroborated results . Science is a
community of scholars engaged in the production o f
certifiable knowledge . . . "

THE BRIGHT SIDE

When I coined the name Reconnection, in 1983, it

referred to the vital process of bringin g

Scientologists back into communication with on e

another, reversing the eroding process o f

Disconnection which the CofS had set in motion . With

e, the tens of people interested in Reconnectin g

grew to thousands . Reconnection itself moved on t o

become a way of connecting with the past o f

Scientology to understand why the plague o f

Disconnection had occurred . Partly to help individ -

uals through their CofS-related traumas, and partl y

to expose the mistakes, so the Independents coul d

steer clear of them .

Then another layer of Disconnection loomed into
view. Many Scientologists had Disconnected from

society, becoming insulated, cocooned in the ideolog y

of Scientology . The process of disentanglement from
'Church-think' is painfully gradual . The unpleasant ,

Cult aspects of Scientology are slow to dissolve .

The Independents have taken different routes, but ar e

all faced with the same problem : Reconnection with
society .

For the most part, Independent Centres stay afloa t
t."-h refugees from the CofS, and a few new public .

re is no concerted international campaign, and n o

network that could deal with large numbers of new
people . There is little attempt to export usefu l

ideas into society, though there are notabl e

exceptions to this, with the publication of simple
self-help booklets .

In the CofS we grew used to being part of a Cult .

Unquestioning obedience came to be a requirement -

disconnection being an example : disconnect or b e
declared. Scientology became the most expensiv e
therapy in the world - running into hundreds o f
thousands of dollars for the complete course o f
therapy (the Bridge), and taking far longer even tha n
psycho-analysis. The public image of Scientology i s
about as good as Nixon ' s when the Watergate tape s
were released. It seems a very poor model . But for
those who don ' t want to recreate a Cult, an d

recognise that the errors were ingrained in the

system, where is there a better model? So far, I

have seen little attempt to learn from the mos t
obvious fellow travellers : the Humanistic Psycholog y
movement .

brain research - to give a few random examples . The
negative connotations may be justifiable, but onl y
when the individual has investigated for himself .
Psychology is one of these taboo subjects .

Many of LRH's objections to Behavioural Psycholog y

were valid, and his wasn' t the only dissenting voice .

Since the 1940s many new approaches to the human min d

have opposed the simple Stimulus-Response theory .

The developers have usually shown a healthy respec t

for the work of others, so their own work was no t

constructed in isolation . Consequently the tens of

therapies form one movement, with conferences and

overlapping journals, where new ideas are discussed ,

and old ideas re-evaluated .

One emphatic element of this movement is the desir e

for personal growth and fulfillment . This is not a

psychology aimed solely, or even mainly, at th e

mentally ill, it is designed to make the able mor e

able (Abraham Maslow was an important force in this

direction) . There are many journals, most of the m

ecletic, and the movement seems determined t o

integrate the sciences, and change theories wher e

necessary, to encompass new work . In the last

fifteen years, Behaviourism has been losing it s

standing in the establishment, and is being slowl y

replaced by Cognitive Science,

	

an amalgam o f

Humanistic

	

Psychology,

	

Artificial Intelligenc e

research in computing, and Neuro-physiology .

With the old establishment finally giving way ,

there is a lot of space for new ideas . This boom in

the field of the human mind has been noticed b y

certain Scientologists, but because of the irrationa l

stigma attached to 'psychology', there has been far

too little discussion by these Scientologists of

their investigations, Humanistic Psychology could

also be a valuable ally, and a good place to lear n
how to reformulate Scientology dogma into acceptable ,

and scientific, theory .

I am not suggesting that Scientologists should

embrace Client-cented therapy, or Neuro-Linguisti c

Programming. However, if you were looking for a

group of intelligent people who are disabused o f

conventional psychiatry, intensely interested in th e
mind, and not prone to the weirdness of mysticism ,
then the Humanistic Psychology movement would be th e

place to look . Of course, if you want to continu e

the Cult, it's a bad place to look , because a lot o f

these people think for themselves, and demand som e

sort of proof .
' Psychology '

	

doesn ' t necessarily ignore

	

the
' psyche ' either . Extensive,

	

and often positive
studies of meditation, religious experience ,

reincarnation, and psychic phenomena have taken plac e
in the context of Humanistic Psychology . Which is
not to say that it is a spiritual discipline, but i t
is not a rigidly materialistic discipline either . In
fact, it isn ' t a single discipline at all, but a

meeting place for people with cogent and coherent



Against the Creation of Yet Another, Churc h

theories about the human mind .

To find an interface with Humanistic Psycholog y

might be difficult . It might take a certain humilit y

to realise that these people have something more tha n

mumbo-jumbo, they have techniques which can be ver y

workable . From their exterior viewpoint, they migh t

also be able to point out the dangers of some aspect s

of Scientology, and help to show how , a Cul t

developed.
Dianetics and Scientology are not unknown t o

Humanistic Psychology . Fritz Perls wrote an

introduction for Dr Winter ' s 'Doctor ' s Report on

Dianetics', in 1951 . LRH asserted that Perls '

Gestalt therapy derived from Dianetics . It would be

more accurate to say that LRH and Perls went on t o

think along similar lines, as Perls was producin g

Scientology-type processes before LRH . Carl Rogers

also studied Dianetics in 1950, when there wa s

considerable interest on the part of psychologists ,

who seem to have been put off by the authoritaria n

control imposed upon Dianetic practitioners, and th e

failure to persist in truly scientific testing .

Proper discourse would necessitate a willingness to

observe the evidence of workability that Humanisti c
psychologists can produce. It would be necessary t o
learn the language, and the accepted conceptua l

structure . But an exchange of views could be very
interesting, and might provide an avenue fo r
scientific acceptance of certain

	

Scientology
principles . It might also provide a model for a

renewed, scientific Scientology .

Some news from Ital y

At the end of November 1986`, tb Orge and: 1 0
Uaroonons were closed in Italy, The decision t o
elope the Orgs was . taken by Judge Ouiola Hulliri .
The decision is called a "deoiaion to protect the.
public"` .

	

The Orgs. are closed. pending trial,. Th e
charges

	

against

	

the

	

Church-

	

aret .crimina l
association, cheating diasabled people, extortion ,
personal violence, tax. evasion, deception, illegal
transference of money .

The story was in Italian papers and Television .

Despite requests by Italian. Soientologlsts to th e
Judge, to the President of the Republic, despite c
hunger strike, and- despite. foreign interoessions . . .
nothing .

Scientology staffs retain. the right to congregate
and so still operate in private houses, but it i s
difficult for them and for the public .

Raffaella Landais

I'm fond of churches, especially Italian ones wit h
paintings by Piero della Francesca . Hy attitud e
toward Churches, however, is entirely different .
After a long and reasonably thorough study of
history and from personal observation of the Churc h
of Scientology, I have come to the conclusion that
the existence of large and powerful

	

religiou s
organizations is not in the beat interests of th e
general population of the planet . Although the y
justify themselves on the grounds that their purpose .
is the improvement of the conditions of life both o n
Earth and in the hereafter, their effects have bee n
more injurious than beneficial .

	

Of the thousand s
of possible examples illustrating that statement,. I
will

	

cite

	

four instances in which

	

religiou s
organizations engage in activities which would b e
considered oriminal in an honest profit-makin g
organization like General Motors .

1 . Exemption from taxation .

	

This looks like a
great advantage but it has a price .

	

Any Churc h
which fails to inculcate in its members the ide a
that they must obey the laws of

	

the secula r
government (and thus maintain the status quo) soo n
loses its tax-exempt status. The Church, then ,
becomes an arm of the government, supporting , th e
concept that resistance to the depredations a th e
State is somehow a sin .

	

"Render unto Caesar .,

	

:" I
This is sheer hypocrisy, since Churches have alway s
violently

	

resisted

	

the

	

efforts

	

of

	

secula r
governments to gain control over them . You wil l
recall, no doubt, that the Church of Scientolog y
sent people to Ethics for miniscule evasions o f
taxation during the very period when it was engaging .
in dirty tricks versus the IRS . The excuse for th e
double standard has always, been that religious.
organizations expend all of their resources in goo d
works .

	

Visit the Vatican sometime and ponder on.
the validity of that excuse . I'm not arguing fo r
the taxation of Churches here, I'm pointing out tha t
the idea that "non-profit" organizations are mor e
saintly than the profit-making ones and therefor e
deserve . especial privileges, is balderdash .. At
least General Hotorp sells . something the publi c
needs and wants at the most reasonable price the y
can . Host Churches sell eternal life and the good
will of some deity at the highest price the traffic .
will bear and they don't even . have to deliver the
goods. during the buyer's lifetime .

2 . . Virtual enslavement of personnel . By this' . I
mean that those who . "labor. in the vineyards of th e
Lord" are expected to do so . full-time, that is to be
available 24 . hours per day, with . little o r

	

no
recompense . . They lead lives of virtuous po t y
which buya : them nirvana, a seat on therighthanc of
God in the hereafter, or advancement' into some form
of spiritual .excellence,' Honks, Hindu holymen, and .
Salvation Army personnel are examples of such a n
arrangement . If gruelling work . and virtuou s
poverty are so ther.apeutio, .why.' don't the highes t
officials of religious organizations practice . them? .
Study the

	

life--styles of . . . any Pope, Aga Khan,

	

or .
Billy Graham, for that matter .

	

They live as wel l
and: sometimes better than kings .

If the employees of General Hotora don't like their.
working conditions or compensation, they can go o n
strike or seek employment elsewhere . Members o f
religious communities who attempt to improve. thei r
lot in those ways risk_ not only eternal damnatio n
but whatever temporal punishment their hierarchy has
the power to inflict on them . The Justification i s
that there is only one path to Salvation. and . no
sacrifice (especially' if it'ssomeone elae .'s)ia too
great in order to attain it . The "Only Path t o
Salvation" must be at,. splintered as the True Cross ;
eo many religions have a piece of it .

3 . Ownership of the parishioners . Priesthood s
traditionally take upon themselves the authority t o
control the thoughts as well as the behaviour of th e
laity . Hire a priest to make a little rain an d
sooner or later (usually sooner) he'll have made a
list of do's and don'ts covering every aspect o f
life .

	

Priesthoods

	

create

	

dogma .

	

Unauthorize d
thoughts and actions are heresy .

	

Retribution fo r
heresy is as swift and severe as the political powe r
of the priesthood permits .

	

The commandment say s
"Thou shalt not kill",

	

but there must be some small



9
print saying "unless it's finanoiaily or politicall y

profitable" .

	

Otherwise, the Spanish Inquisition ,
the Crusades and the Salem witch trials an d
executions, to name a few examples, would not hav e
occurred .

The members of the Church of Scientology whose

opinions differed from those who were running th e
church were dealt with by the Ethics Department .
Over the years their efforts toward making the
parishioners "ethical" smacked more and more of th e

Third Degree or brainwashing . The ultimate penalty
for disagreement was expulsion from the group : a
heavy

	

punishment for those

	

who

	

had

	

devoted

themselves entirely to the organization and had n o

job experience or friends outside of it .
Fortunately, most of those who were subjected t o
such treatment have recovered and have left th e
Church .

	

Some of them have formed splinter group s
and are actively fighting the parent organization .

The use of force to maintain the existence and
continued prosperity of The

	

Church

	

has

	

been
considered as the lesser of two evils . After all ,
the argument goes, isn't religion the only bulwark
against the anger of the gods or a lapse int o
barbarism, and isn't it the only hope of the worl d
tov i a future Heaven on earth? In other words ,
th . Ad justifies the means . Successful religiou s
organizations bicome powerful political forces an d
as such, exist as instruments of suppression, a t
least to their own adherents . Very successful one s
can cause the stagnation of an entire culture, a s
the Christian Church during the Byzantine empire .
It's never been otherwise .

4 . The waging of holy wars . Jihad! Death to th e
infidel! Ah, the good old days when a Militan t
Church's competition could be removed by fire an d
sword! Nowadays it has to be done by the use o f
undercover agents and sabotage or by recourse t o
secular governments and courts .

	

Either way, the
justification is the same : "We

	

are

	

the onl y
guardians of TRUTH, all others are in ERROR . ERRO R
must be stamped out if TRUTH is to survive . "
Millions of people have been sacrificed on the alta r
of TRUTH by the Christians and the Moslems . It wa s
all done, it is claimed, in the interest of th e
spiritual advancement of the human race ; in orde r
to turn human beings from beasts into saints .
"It's for their own good" is the cry . Those tw o
"saintly" organizations have murdered each other s
adherents off and on for about 1000 years but thei r
behaviour towards each other ..is friendly compare d
wit

	

the cruelty, rapacity and ferocity they'v e
nibited

	

toward

	

their

	

co-believers during
jurisdictional disputes .

The philosophy ofthe Church of Scientology include s
the idea . . that communication solves problems an d
disagreements between . people yet it created an
internal organization called the Guardian's Office .
which waged` undercover wars against agencies and .

individuals outside . the Church. who seemed to be :
hostile to it .

	

The . IRS was one of its chie f
targets and the results were predictable . Several
of the top officials of-the Guardian-'s Office wen t
to jail, one of whom,: was. the wife of the founder of.
the Church .

	

The attack on the . U .S . Government by
the Guardian's Office, staffed by people who ha d
little education. and. less . experience, was an act of
hubris, like sending the Boy . Scouts against th e
C .I .A .

General Motors can .wage trade wars but not with th e
ferocity and ruthlessness of the holy war . Anyon e
with a room temperature IQ knows that the prize wo n
in a trade war is loot . Therefore some restrain t
must be used lest the public become disaffected an d
boycott the company . It's in religious wars tha t
the more violent forms of communication are reall y
condoned (by the participants and their heirs, a t
lnaat) .

	

The prize won in holy wars is also loot ,
but that fact is somehow hidden under a deluge o f
rhetoric about God and Truth and Goodness an d
Salvation .

It seems that religious organizations

	

are no t
expected to live up to the. same standards o f

- integrity, deoenoy and tolerance as private citizens

connected with some higher purpose .

	

They hav e
been,

	

therefore, a law unto

	

themselves and a
detriment to civilized society .

	

The person who
must have some sort of religion has a right, I
suppose,

	

to indulge in it as long as he doesn' t
force it on others . If my neighbour makes weekl y
sacrifices to a '52 Chevy, it's all right with me a s
long as he doesn't create a Church of the Divin e
Automotive Aspect with aspirations of conquest .

Having studied the conduct of Churches, historicall y
and at first hand, I have resolved never t o
contribute toward their establishment, maintanenc e
or aggrandizment . I am, on the other hand, willin g
to engage in simple business transactions wit h
individual churches because they are already a par t

of the society in which I live and it'is impractica l
to try to avoid contact with them . If I attend a
church service for some social reason I put a fe w
dollars in the collection plate . If I eat a bad
snail in Paris and am forced to receive medica l
treatment from the hospital of the Little Sisters o f
Self-Abnegation, I pay the fee . I do not, however ,
donate to their hierarchies because I know that the y
will use my money in an effort to remodel the worl d
to suit themselves . I also know that what will sui t
them will certainly not suit me .

Martha E . Randall

,QS	 IS
(The Gospel according to Steve Bisbey )

1. In the beginning LRH created the C of S
and it was without form and void .

2. And . LRH said, let there be tech, an d
there was tech . And LRH saw the tech and it was .
good .

3. And LRH divided the tech from the ou t
tech' and LRH called the tech Standard Tech, and h e
called the out tech Squirrelling .

... And LRH said,

	

let there be policy, and
there was policy .

	

•

5 . And LRH

	

said, let there be Ethic s
Conditions, and there were Ethics Conditions .

. .And LRH said, let the organization bring
forth more tech andpolicy and ethics conditions ,
and ao it. was .

Z . And LRH said, let us make SO members i n
my own image, after my likeness and let them hav e
dominion over everyone and every thing that creepeth
upon the earth .

$ . And so

	

LRH created SO- members and
miasonaires in his own likeness .

g . And LRH said let there be Flag Orders ,
and there were Flag Orders .

1Q . And in- his seventh decade LRH ended . hi s
Work... which. he. had made and he rested .

,j_ . And the. SO members he had. created
wrought havoc . upon the world and everything that .
creepeth was subject to policy or flag orders an . .
even programmes . And it was over the top .

.12. And LRH saw that it was over the top and.. . .
that it was bad and that it was causing
disaf fection .

13. And LRH said behold! I will undo thi s
evil I have created .

14. And LRH got smart and said, let the S O
members eontinue this way so that all good livingthings on the earth shall creepeth out of the C of S
and. bring the tech with them. And so it was .

15. And so there were the Independents and
LRH saw that they were good .

16. And 1.811 hl p ssad t.h p Tnd p nand p ntA And nnu
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Kevin Byrne is an Electronic Design Engineer .

He has specialised in instruments for aviation an d
measurement and control systems . Over the past yea r
he has devoted much time to evaluating existing
meters, and from there going on to develop his own .

As there are now several meters on the market ,
he felt that it was necesary to inform auditors wha t
they need and should expect from one . Hia articl e
follows .

Gary .

METERS,

My aim in this article is to dispel some of th e
myths and hear-say on the subject of the E-meter ,
and in addition take a look at the requirements i t
should fulfil .

Our bodies provide us, as thetans, with a
convenient method of controlling the MEST universe ,
thus acting as an interface between the spiritua l
and physical universes . Until we are able enough t o
"see" aberrated areas in ourselves or each other ,
this interface also provides us with a method o f
reading the spiritual universe by displaying it i n
the physical . In an auditing session this assist s
the auditor to locate areas of charge (mental mass )
and direct the PC's attention toward them so the y
can be viewed and discharged .

In electrical terms, the body's resistance to
the flow of electricity is being varied by th e
interaction between the thetan and his reactiv e
mind . This effect can be likened to pinching a hos e
pipe . As the hose pipe is squeezed the flow of wate r
is reduced, paralleling the flow of current throug h
the PC's body from one electrode to the other .

If we wish to keep the' flow of curren t
constant, in our water model we could turn on th e
tap more to increase the pressure and bring the flo w
of water back to its original level . In a meter thi s
is done by the tone arm (TA) control,

	

turning i t
clockwise increases the voltage applied s o
increasing the flow of current . The meter needl e
indicates the current flow, so to keep the needl e
around the set position on the scale, the TA contro l
has to be varied to compensate for variations in th e
PC's TA (electrical resistance) .

The changes in electrical resistance ar e
relatively small, and to produce a sufficientl y
large movement of the needle the changes in the
current flow need to be amplified before being fe d
to the meter movement . The use of an amplifier als o
allows the current passed through the PC's body t o

be kept to a minimum .

What do we want from a meter ?
Let's first look at an ideal meter and see wha t

requirements we have of it .
For most people it should be portable . It s

battery life should be long, as should its overal l
life span . The meter must also be easy to set up and
use . Sensitivity, or to be more precise the abilit y
to accurately display fast changes in resistance i s
of course very important ; this and its othe r
characteristics should remain constant . Plus one
final but very important point, reliability - no t
just in terms of malfunction but also of it s
characteristics . This is essential as a PC's cas e
gain will be adversely affected if he or she sense s
that the auditor lacks certainty in the meter .

Having set up an ideal we flow have something to
aim towards .

Portability . Most auditors need to carry thei r
meters around with them, at least from time to time

,
so the smaller the unit the better . The physica l
size of an E-meter is limited, however, by the nee d
for a large easy to read dial .

Battery life . Batteries are normally used for
instruments of this nature for two reasons . Firstly
the meter can be used anywhere regardless of th e
availability of a mains supply, and secondly thi s
adds a great deal of safety confidence to its use ,
particularly to a new PC who is possibly unsure o f
many things already . I would regard a hundred hour s
or so of battery life as being adequate .

Overall life . Most of the components which limi t
the life span of an electronic instrument of thi s
kind are those with moving parts . In the case of an
E-meter these are the meter movement

	

and the

pivot type of meter movement where the needle i s
suspended on a spindle between two pivot points .
Drawbacks with this system are friction whioh cause s
the needle to stick, and wear which also leads t o
erratic and inaccurate needle movements .

To overcome these problems a taut band movemen t
can be used . In this type of movement the needle i s
suspended on a fine strip of metal which is twiste d
as the needle moves . This also has the advantage o f
being more mechanically robust - very desirable in a
portable instrument .

The sensitivity and particularly TA control s
are subject to a great deal of movement . In early
designs these were of the carbon track type, bu t
were soon replaced by wire wound units as the carbo n
ones wore and became very erratic 'in their action .
Recently the introduction of conductive plasti c
potentiometers has improved the situation one ste p
further, these not only have an extremely long lif e
and wear resistance but also eliminate the step s
that are inherent in the wire wound type givin g
smoother adjustment .

Another component which, although non moving ,
does have a limited life is the re-chargeabl e
battery . These normally have a life of around 50 0
charge - discharge cycles, this may be extended b y
carefull charging, but the less often the uni t
requires charging the greater will be their lif e
expectancy .

Ease k use, Quite aside from any aest,

	

. o
requirements, the meter needs to be easy t o
transport, set up and use in session . Personal
habits and preferences are bound to influence one' s
requirements, but with the technology that ha s
become available recently the design can be greatl y
improved . One step, for instance, is to remove th e
trim control . We will be looking at this area mor e
closely later .

Sensitivity And response . Ideally the mete r
should accurately indicate the current flow that i s
being modulated by the PC . This requires that th e
meter movement is fast enough to respond to thes e
changes, but after the needle has changed it s
position it should slow down and stop in sympath y
with the current flow . Clearly, earlier meters hav e
been very deficient in this area, and, although the y
responded fairly well to an initial change, woul d
carry on moving after the current had stabilised ,
causing the familiar overawing and oscillation . Thi s
oan obscure reads following a larger initial read .

Overawing. can be reduced or even eliminated b y
having sufficient damping built into the mete r
movement, this does, however, i nc rease the needle s
resistance to respond speedily to reads so we hav e
had to compromise between overawing and response .
The latest introduction to get the best of

	

h
worlds has been to amplify the signal to the m r
in proportion to the rate of change of that signal .
This allows sufficient damping to be built into th e
meter movement to stop overawing, but the damping i s
overridden by the increased signal fed to the mete r
when the needle is required to move .

Accuracy and Arlft

	

Let us consider what we
mean by accurate, as accuracy

	

is relative t o
function .

	

In

	

the case of the

	

E-meter,

	

an y
information derived from it should be accurat e
enough to remain useful and

	

not

	

give

	

false
indications . In older meters drift of the tone arm
position due to temperature changes is quite a
problem and this requires that the meter be r e
calibrated before and after session with the tri m
control . These changes in the meter' s
characteristics are obviously far from ideal, it
being i mpo r tan t that the

	

meter remains stabl e
throughout the auditing session, otherwise an y
changes in tone arm position could be falsel y
attributed to the PC . As the meter could, perhaps ,
be taken to the auditing location in a hot oar, or
carried in the open on a cold day, the change i n
temperature can be quite large and take several
hours to stabilise . Modern components can reduc e
this drift to an almost undetectable level,

	

and ,
apart from the obvious advantages, also make s
possible the omission of the trim control making th e
me t e r easier to use .

Another form of drift which can also be quit e
easily removed is that causedt by the variation i n
the voltage fed to the circuit by the batteries a s
their power is used, particularly at the beginnin g
and end of the discharge cycle . Here the answer i s
to start off with a slightly higher battery voltage
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constant level .

In my experience, TA counters, whethe r
mechanical or electronic, are usually quite accurat e
in their registration of the total downward tone ar m

movement in a session . What is, however, ver y
varied, is the way the TA oontrol is used by

different auditors . Within certain limits there i s

no right or wrong way of adjusting the tone arm ,
some auditors like to adjust the meter needle bac k
to its set position when it has moved only a shor t
way off, others wait until it is nearly at th e

extremes of the scale . With this in mind we can se e
that the total TA shown on the counter at the and o f
a session could be four or five times greater whe n
registered by one auditor than the same session b y

another . To the auditors themselves this may be o f
some use, but to the case supervisor, without an i n

depth knowlege of each auditor's habits in tone ar m
adjustment, the readings are virtually meaningless .

Looking back at the development of meters i t
appears there has been a great reluctance to chang e

or improve . Comparing what changes there have been

with those of electronics in aviation makes eve n
some fairly recent designs look positively archaic ,

the influence of the C of S has possibly been th e

biggest factor here . In defence, the basic layou t
of the MK V takes quite a lot of beating . Althoug h
sir- l e, it is also very practical,

	

its use of th e

11

	

a a stand when in use for example .
I feel that better use should be made of moder n

developments in electronics to improve the shor t
comings of the early and even some present models .

However, the basic system developed around thirt y
years ago will, lm sure, be with us for quite a
while yet, and, if brought up to date, will take u s
to the next major change whenever it may occur .

Kevin Byrne .

Ouotes,srom Imam th,conversations And notes

RI Steve Disbe y
compiled by Morag Bellmain e

Either consciously or unconsciousl y

moralists actively encourage vice, there has to b e

something to moralise about .

A person's indulgence in vice is hard enoug h

to handle already . Getting rid of the moralist s
would make the job easier .

A better game appears to be one with bigge r

odds on destruction . Someone needs to define

"better" .

One way or another a lot of people work fo r

better health . The entire medical profession ,
dootora, nurses, ancillary workers, dept . of health
and social security, dentists, drug companies ,
insurance brokers and companies, health food shops .

What percentage of the population is this, 10%, 200 ?

All of them are actively (if uncon sciously mockin g

up) ill health or they would be unemployed .

Equals a lot of counter intention if you want to b e

a happy healthy human being .

Who

	

invented

	

health

	

anyway? Disease

couldn't exist without it l

Whoever created the concept of a dichotom y

Was a sick being . Ohl or was he a well being ?

Ill health and misery are the moat exploite d

commodities on this planet .

	

If you don't believe i t

ask Dupa or the C of S .

A religion is something you turn to when yo u

run out of answers . God is someone you turn to whe n

you run out of religions . Better be nice to him !

Politics may or may not be above religion ,
but at least there are less parties to choose from .

A man without a goal cannot have a faile d

purpose .

A man who has no failed purposes is eithe r

dead in his head or entirely successfull .

Either way he needs therapy .

If you deliver what is truly standard tech ,
for Goda sake don't tell the C of S . They migh t
come and steal your materials !

The practice of calling C of S member s

Robots is wrong . It grants an unwarranted amount
of beingness and is much too complimentary .

The C of S have a condition below confusion .
It's called litigation .

The old man said or quoted ,

"When the last of a man's dreams are dead ,

dead is the man . "

Do nightmares count ?

Whoever said that the C of S was all bad wa s

wrong . There's good in everyone and in their cas e

they provide an example of evil by which we ca n
judge what good is .

To paraphrase HCOB 31 Dec 59 . Blow Offs . Yo u

can treat someone so well that knowing they don' t

deserve it, they blow . You can treat someone s o

badly that they blow . The majority of people who

blow have O/Ws .

LRH blew the C of S in the 1980's . Draw
your own conclusions .

That which you worship you will be ruled b y

Those that give up a spiritual search in favour o
MEST will be ruled. by HEST . Better be nice to it .

Roller coaster is over-emphasised and is not
such a bad thing . At least the personsubject to i t
can enjoy the good. times all the more as- he has a
comparison with the bad .

A person who hasn't roller-coastered doesn' t
know what good times are .

Fluidity on the tone scale creates interest .
Stability, in no matter how high a tone, is borin g

as hell .
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He who lives by litigation shall incur
costs .

fee .

He who promises the earth shall hasten th e

day of his own burial in it .

"Macho" is a word that doesn't describe or
apply to any man . It was invented by women t o
invalidate men . Men are stupidenough to buy it .

(If you want to make a million bunks - ope n

a gymnasium!)

Goverment health warning : C of S prom o
pieces are unsuitable as a substitute for loo paper .
You don't know where they've been and a roll o f
Andrex is more informative anyway !

Perversion can be defined as an activity no t
in keeping with the current moral values of th e
majority of people in this society as developed an d
legislated upon over the years .

What is and what isn't a perversio n
therefore the result of a democratic decision .

Democracy is a politioal system .

A pervert can therefore claim his prime wa s
political .

	

.

What ?
The onset of manhood oan be defined as th e

point where a boy becomes able to dominate a wome n
more than a women can dominate him .

Womenhood can be defined as that point wher e
a girl discovers that a man can be twisted round he r
little finger while he believes he is dominatin g
her .

Bachelors

	

and

	

spinsters may have bee n
unfairly criticised - they were smart enough to no t
play this crazy game !

The word "Independent" unfortunately in itsel f
creates a games condition . There

	

has

	

to

	

be
something to be independent from .

The C of S has been around long enough now
to be an Institution .

* * a

The single biggest error in bringing u p
children is not letting them kA children .

Love has been said to be : "an acute, dose o f
PTSneas" .

If this is so then marriage makes it int o
legally binding life long ohtonio condition .

Bachelors

	

and

	

spinsters may have bee n
unfairly criticised	
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The single biggest error in bringing up a
teenager is failing to have a good counsellor - an d
I don't mean for the teenager!
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The subtlest, surest way to eventuall y
create an enemy is to "develop" anothers ideas fo r
him .

Committees of Evidence :

The "Committee" of evidence can be define d
as a cluster of S .O . members .

"Evid:ence" can be defined . as lies, .th e
opinions of management and the . , convening authority ,
plus liberal doses. of H-E'A H .

"Findings

	

and

	

recommendations"

	

can be
defined as diametrically reversed . natural just ce .

lea *

Part of the definition of Ethics is the fact
that it is something that only the individual ca n
put in on himself .

An

	

Ethics

	

0fficer

	

is

	

therefor e
contradiction in terms .

What ?

Advice when confronted by a prospective 2 D
• ' h^

	

^'l ys

	

to you

	

"My ex husband/wife/

	

neve r
t0 . 1

	

. 'rid me" .

	

Ask : "Hal anybody?"

This booklet (56 pages) and the other three in tu e

GET READY FOR LIFE series are available at £3 .0 0

each including post and packing in the UK, £3 .50 for

the rest of Europe, and £4 .00 or US $5 .00 outside

Europe .

Checksheets: are. sent free with with purchases o

this booklet .

ANIMA PUBLISHING 1987 catalogue is now available on

request . Special terms for Delivery Centers .

ANIMA FUBLISHING, PO BOX 10, BRAMHALL ,

STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE, SK7 2QF, ENGLAND .

Some news from Spai n

10 S .O . missionaires came to Spain to destro y

squirrels definately . They brought a 20 item lis t

of Journalists, squirrels and antagonists to the C

of S . The first person on the list was a journalis t

who writes in a best-selling magazine in Spain . Th e

missionaires

	

left

	

a suitcase

	

with

	

all

	

th e

information to destroy these people, blackmail ,

dirty business etc . in the tube . Someone found th e

suitcase, opened it and sent it to the first perso n

on the list . The journalist saw all the telexes ,

mission orders etc in the suitcase .

(excerpt from a letter received frr." "rs. in
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THOUGHTS OF A SEPTUAGENARIAN SCIENTOLOGIS T

The Fifties are often regarded in Sc len toiogy as being the Good
Old Days, often by those who had no experience of them and who
judge by hearsay so what were they really like? I came into
the movement in 1953 so let me offer a few recollections o f
that period. I could say that those days were really
wonderful or that they were quite terrible and both answers
would be valid as it was quite a mixture of both .

I came into contact with Dianetics in the summer of that year
through two somewhat unlikely sources . One of the readers at
the library where I was Branch Librarian was a very enlightene d
psychiatrist who had discovered the subject and would have
liked to have used it in his work but as he was operating only
part time under the N .H.S.as he suffered from a war wound h e
saw hie patients once a fortnight for an hour only each time .
He knew of my interest in mental healing - I was an activ e
Spiritualist at this time - and told me about it but couldn' t
remember the title of the book. I went on holiday almost
immediately afterwards to my mother-in-law and a friend of her s
was a hypnotist and he had a copy of Book One there with him .
When we returned home I checked at our Central Library, foun d
that the book was in stock and was on the shelves so I took i t
home, read it in three days and started using it on the fourth
day on my wife who actually derived some benefit from my

un' ' ned efforts .

	

We bogged down after I tried using Scienc e
of .rvival . The next step came when my psychiatrist frien d
told me of Scientology meetings at Holland Park Avenue so I
went along to a lecture and Group Processing . I was no
impressed that I made a note of the processes used, went home
and started a group of my own there .

Next came training as a Group Auditor consisting of a day o f
taped lectures by L .R .H. to which we had to listen on three
occasions and then we were given our certificates . I soon
went along to an evening introductory course which ,
fortunately, coincided with my time off . Almost at the end o f
this course the whole syllabus was changed and we were invited
to attend the new one without further charge . Can you imagine
that happening in the C of S these days! I went along, of
course, and with that good old process of holding the corner s
of the room I exteriorised and had the peculiar sensation o f
having two simultaneous views of different parts of the room -
one with eyes and the other with theta vision. Very
convincing indeed of being different from the body .

By the Spring of '54 the move to better premises at Nottin g
Hill Gate had taken place and it was here that I had my first
professional processing . It was for 25 hours and guaranteed
to get rid of any somatic - Oh the optimism of those days ! The
processes used at thin time were those of S .O .P. 8c, now
remembered for its Opening Procedure but it was a time whe n
ev( 'ling after the O .P. was handled by mockups . For those
whc ould respond the results were fantastic and I was one of
those who did get extremely good results . My perceptics i n
exteriorisation were greatly improved, I got rid of my mother ' s
valence and, an a result of this , went Clear although, of
course, this wasn't realised until years after . My somatic
was catarrhal deafness and the chronic nasal catarrh was
greatly relieved but the failure to handle my deafness led me
to seeing something of the other side of the coin . Towardsthe end of my 25 hours I had an interview with the D of P an d
in the course of it I had to tell him that my deafness had i n
no way improved . He was quite shirty about this and made me
feel that this was a failure on my part but, very reluctantly
he allowed me a few more hours without charge. Whe n I
returned to session I had interiorised again and it wan many
years before I really got outside again and even now ny
perceptics are poor and I can no longer move away from my body
with any degree of reality as I had been able to do before thi s
invalidation occurred . I was told Inter at a Spiritualis t
Church that I used to visit as speaker and demonstrator thn t
this I of P had been invited to address them on Scientology and
had created a very poor impression . Well, my intensive ended
I was sent home and my auditor - a very good one, told me t o
continue one of the processes on my own .

	

Incidentally I stil l
have my deafness despite all manner of processes but now that I
have my hearing aid I am not unduly worried about it . Despite
all I did make faits^tic gains and lost the sense o f
inferiority, induced by my mother ' s treatment of me before th e
age of three, and which had plagued me for so long . I was 4 1
at this time.

My next planned step was to go on to the Intermediate Cours e
but when I enquired I found that this had been discontinued an d
that my next step would have to he H .P .A. I hadn't enough
}oney to pay for it and the evening course ran on thre e*VC1f1lntct n i.nnV vhlln# I # . . .1 nnit ► 1,,n n .rnnrnnc. „{'f rl . .fv of Fhn

possible time. What follows is an example of how postulate s
work when one doesn't put in a counter postulate of doubt . My
mother-i.n-law had lent us money to buy our house and I was
repaying the loan whenever I could . She sold the house wher e
my wife and I and her two sisters had previously lived and
shared the money amongst us . I now had the needed cash but
there remained the question of time . The Chief Librarian was
very averse to any fundamental changes in the time sheets bu t
when I took him a scheme whereby I gave up my Saturdays off ,
allowing my two assistants to have them in exchange for thei r
working alternately my extra evening for me, to my grea t
surprise he agreed without making any objections . So I was
able to go on course .

The first evening that I attended was, actually, the las t
session of the old syllabus in which E-meters had been used .
The new course used comm lag instead . L.R.H. said that there
were two kinds of auditors - the mystics who never looked at
the meter and the scientists who never looked at the pc . We
were trained on the Six Processes, which you will find at th e
end of Di.anetics '55 .

	

One process was dealt with on the thre e
evenings of each week then we went on to the next . The course
consisted of running these six processes six times . In those
days we had instructors not supervisors and check sheets hadn' t
been thought of . At the end of each six week period we had a
different instructor for the next cycle, all of whom ran thing s
in their own way and with very varying results . We had
lectures by the instructors, tapes by Ron, group processing an d
co-audit on the processes . TR's had not yet been introduced ,
at no time were we riven any information about ARC breaks o r
the handling of them . There was no admin . of any sort . I
believe that professional auditors at that time just made note s
for their own convenience and I never heard any mention of Cas e
Supervisors - I think that the D of P just looked things over
for auditors at the org. The fifth instructor that we had was
a woman who subsequently left Scientology and married a
hypnotist but her invalidation nearly ruined the whole class .
The final supervisor, a chap named Jim Patterson, started off
by telling us that he knew that we had had a variety o f
instructors who had had differing ideas as to how thes e
processes should be run but that he had a more revolutionary
idea which was, in hi .s words, to do them Ron's way .

	

He was a
great chap who salvaged us and got us back on to lines again .

Whilst still on course I managed to take some leave to attend a
Congress which wan run by Jack Horner and this proved to be a
very enjoyable rind instructive occasion . Those old time
Congresses were really something, especially those when Ro n
himself was present . Before we started we filled out a sheet
which assessed our greatest reality on a number of topics, ;
repeated at the end of the Congress when I found that I had
improved in a great number of ways . One item, however ,
remained the same before and after and this was one 's greatest
reality on Ron . I gave the some answer each time - he i s
human . Even then I was not subject to the prevalent idolatry
of him which still exists in some quarters .

I came to the final day of my course and having passed m y
written exam I now had my oral, facing a board of three seate d
at a table with the apprehensive HPA to be seated some fiftee n
feet away fr o m them. It was guaranteed to restimulate ever y
tribunal on the whole track. I survived and emerged as a
'fully trained ' HPA . As there was still quite a bit of the
evening left Jim inked me to go round the pairs who were co-
auditing on O.P. Etc and to give my report at the end of the ~
evening which I did . I confess that I was shattered becaus e
not one pair was doing it in accordance with what was laid`
down .

On course all the processes had run beautifully and on the
famous Opening Procedure by Duplication on fellow student ra n
compulsive enthusiasm out of me and on another occasion anothe r
chap took me through the effort band - which was quite an
experience . Incidentally I had an over-run on 8c, the only
process which had that effect and which was discovered on th e
set up before Power Processing .

	

I had released on all of them
more than once so I did make gains throughout .

	

Now I starte d
some private processing and found that the uninitiated pc' s
didn ' t run the processes accord tag to the book .

	

I had one
chap who rani all the processes perfectly but didn't make th e
slightest cane gain . I didn ' t discover until afterwards tha t
he was having a constant PT P because his wife, who had attained
good results with my auditing, wan having an affair with
another man . No problem like this was ever mentioned on
course .

T ..
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to come to our homes for a day to update us for a small fee and
hospitality . It was quite an exciting time really . My next
big step forward was the Congress at which the Tk's wer e
introduced. Each evening we ran them, alternating between
student and coach but a friend who had been on the HPA course
with me and who had qualified on the same night had jus t
attended the ACC which preceded the Congress . lie acted as
coach and gave me a really thorough run with them after which
my auditing ability Increased amazingly . I ran new processe s
as they were published in the P .A .B .'s and later found that my
running the CCH's in accordance with the information given i n
the bulletin was enabling me to do them correctly whereas i n
the London Org they had introduced a via which, eventually, ha d
to be corrected . There was no really set routine of processe s
run at this time .

	

We in the field used our intuition as t o
which processes would get results for the PC and get results we
did . I remember on one occasion that a particular process was
recommended to achieve a particular result . My PC didn' t
think that it would work and neither did I but we used it jus t
the same . It worked .

So that's a little on what those old days were like . Grea t
times and bad times . Plenty of freedom and no great emphasi s
on tech. A very friendly atmosphere in the Ores and a
tremendous feeling of being in at the beginning of something
really great .

	

I am very glad to have experienced them .

Leonard M . Dunn

Friendly male, 41, seeks theta environment to wor kon upper levelo, Reasonable rent in East Grinsteadarea .
Tel . Crawley (0293) 545190 . If out please leav e
number .

I have recently contacted the most exciting compan y
I have ever come across . The oompany is calle d
"LIGHT FORCE", and is based in Northern California .
It is in the multi million dollar health and fitnes s
industry .

Just recently members of the scientific advisor y
board had a major breakthrough at a leading medica l
university involving the IMMUNE SYSTEM .

As a direst result of TV and press stories, thei r
leading product sales have skyrocketed .

The company is expanding rapidly, so if you know o f
anyone who would like to earn .$500 .00' per mont h
working part time, ask them to contact me :

John Hanson, 7311 NE 143rd St ., ' Bothell, Seatle, Wa .
98011, USA . Tel : (206) 823-8110 .
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Help-yourself books since 1968 P .O . Box 11 7
Northport, Michigan 4967 0

NEWS RELEAS E

Ruth Minshull fans will be happy to learn that a special manuscript edition'' of he r
new book, MAKE YOURSELF LUCKY, is now uvuilablc .

(*Manuscript edition : typewritten, double-spaced sheets, Xeroxed on one side . Sturdy
cover with plastic comb binding . Available only in this form.] This could becom e
a collec tor 's item .

In this though-provoking book —rich with quotations from some of the world's greates t
thinkers--Ruth M inshu ll takes ageless wisdom and makes it snap,crucklc and pop wit h
contemporary wit . Spurning traditional platitudes, mysticism and rabbits' feet

,
s h e

examines our luck, good and bud, and tells us how we can change it .

She answers such- questions as Why are some people so much . luckier than- others?
I's our lack- purely a iiiutter. of random chance or ruin we control it? Why are we ofte n
discontented, even when we "have everything?"

Although her stunning accuracy may have you squirming in your chair, her irrepressibl e
humor will leave you with an uplifted spirit and hope in your heart . You'll wan t
everyone you know to read i t .

(Note : ltttth MinshulPs earlier books, Miracles for Breakfast, How to Choose Your
People, Ups. and Downs, etc ., are out of print nod will not be republished. )

Make Yourself Lucky is much more than a book--it's a lesson on how to LIVE life .

Price : $25.00 (plus $5 .00 postage and handling) . Payment must be in U .S . funds .

Mail your orders to: SAA Publishing, Box 117, Northport, MI 49670, U .S.A .
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